MesChain is a technology and finance project that offers solutions according to needs with community and investor focused efforts.
Why should you invest in MesChain?

MesChain has services that will offer passive earnings to MES token holders. In this respect, it has a sustainable structure.

01 Offers passive income
02 Have sustainable services
03 Low token price
04 Low circulation
05 Offers investment opportunity
MES (manufacturing execution systems)
We increase quality and efficiency in production with automation

www.allmes.store
We open suppliers to the global market with the e-commerce platform

www.meschain.art
We bring brands together with blockchain with NFT Market

www.permes.io
We have freelancers to design models for brands

www.crowdfunding.financial
We offer investment opportunities with crowdfunding
Production process
- Product Tracking system
- Personnel tracking system
- RF-ID product counting system

Product Tracking system
- Provide quality and efficient product output with MES software information systems
- Increase traceability and save unnecessary inventory

Personnel tracking system
- Track staff performance
- Reward your successful staff with MES tokens

RF-ID product counting system
- Count your products quickly and accurately with the RF-ID product counting system

Marketing
- Increase your sales with MES token and NFT rewards.
- Organize campaigns and promote your brand in our community

Automation

Staking
- Earn rewards from our investments by Staking MES Tokens
- Invest in quality projects with crowdfunding

Crowdfunding
- Build NFT on our platform
- Earn rewards by promoting brands

Community
- Become a freelancer on the freelancer platform according to your skills
- Find solutions to your needs

E-Commerce
- With Allmes store, brands, exchanges and crypto money projects can open their own stores and sell products promoting their brands.
- Allmes is the e-commerce platform offering the first PR work in crypto.
- Communities can earn promotions from products by performing tasks.

Customers
- Our customers with NFT can shop at affordable prices.
- Earn product or token rewards by performing tasks given by suppliers for advertising purposes
- You can buy products that reach the customer directly from the manufacturer at more affordable prices.
- You can sell your products by opening your own store.
Our Strategy

There are two pillars of the MesChain Strategy. The first is the user base and the community, the second is to deliver benefits to MES holders.

The first priority of our work is to reach a large community and user base. For this reason, we started customer-oriented studies such as e-commerce, freelancer platform, NFT market. We are creating a profitable structure, especially with the e-commerce platform. To earn MES tokens, people will both shop and wonder what MES token is. We will bring the Freelancer platform and freelancers in the crypto industry together on our platform. And in a way, the most talented freelancers in the crypto industry will be in Meschain. Likewise, MES token award will be given to successful personnel in the personnel tracking system in the factories. We will gain thousands of holders with this service.
The second phase is to offer investment opportunity and passive income to the MES community.

For this purpose, we started Alpha Capital partnership, crowdfunding and staking.

We will invest in the best quality projects offered by Alpha Capital through crowdfunding.

We will reward a significant portion of our investment earnings to those who stake MES tokens.
We have strong partners and work team to implement our Business Plan

Mustafa Helvaci
CEO
Manufacturing Execution Systems information systems installation and management specialist

Mission in MesChain
- Follows MesChain’s work in the field of supply chain.
- Provides coordination within the team.
- It leads innovative studies in the field of automation.
- Manages R&D studies

Okan Basturk
COO
Planning and organization manager of MesChain project products and services

Mission in MesChain
- It manages the integration of MesChain services with each other.
- Sets the organization and work plan within the team.
- Plans marketing, listing and partnership work

Ali Othman Alshehri
Co Founder
Consultant at Aramco Company CEO at Kitman Trading Company

Mission in MesChain
- Conducts MesChain’s market study in the n gulf region
- Conducts corporate investment studies
- Offers solutions and advice on crowdfunding and financial issues.

Francis Akuyoma
Co Founder
Financial Engineering Advisor Grams Capital Assets HK Limited

Mission in MesChain
- MesChain provides market connections in different regions such as Africa, Canada, USA, UK, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Brazil.
- It provides the organization of MesChain’s cooperation, investment and partnership studies.
**Mission in MesChain**

- He runs MesChain's investment plan within Alpha Capital.
- Portfolio management leads in the identification of investment projects.
- Provides support in listing, partnership and marketing work.

**Emre Kahraman**

**Allmes CEO**

- How the Allmes.store e-commerce platform works
- Management of allmes stores in nearly 20 market places including Amazon
- Market studies for our products in the global market
- Promoting our brand and researching the products to be produced with our brand

**Ali Dinc**

**Permes CEO**

- Ensuring the functionality of the Permes Freelancer platform
- Development and operation of socialmes social media platform
- Providing MesChain digital marketing service

**Nurik Matyabukow**

**CMO**

- Managing our community locally and globally in many countries.
- Analyze and communicate the demands of the MES community to the team and find constructive solutions.
- Informing the community about our services and getting feedback by ensuring integrity between MES and the community.
Project Timeline

Stages of implementation of our plan

Token plan
We bought 90% of the circulating token. We will buy 5% of the remaining part.

Growing the Community
We will mature our user-oriented services after token planning.

Announcing the news
In this process, we will announce the projects we invest through crowdfunding as a stake reward. People will buy MES to earn rewards.

Alpha Partnership
We will launch the investment plan by announcing the partnership with Alpha capital.

Crowdfunding
With crowdfunding, we will ensure the investment of institutional investors through MES.

Staking Plan
We will distribute part of your investment as a stake reward to increase the number of MES holders.
MesChain, Supply chain and Blockchain

MesChain brings the supply chain together with the blockchain

Clothing brand
We will create our own clothing brand by agreeing with the factories we serve

NFT and Supply Chain
We will announce partnerships with brands. We will promote, register and campaign brands in our NFT market. We will be the gateway of institutions in the supply chain to blockchain

E-commerce
We will announce the e-commerce platform that will open our own products and the products of other suppliers to the global market.

Freelancer Platform
We will take advantage of the freelancer platform that appeals to dozens of business areas in the crypto and real sector, and we will have the best quality freelancers. Our aim is for projects to purchase the best services from us.

Crowdfunding
With all these efforts, we will draw the attention of institutional investors. And we will reach big investors. With the crowdfunding work, corporates will get rid of the risks of the crypto market and invest through us.

soon
Within this plan, the MES token will reach 10-15 dollars. The most important point to pay attention to is this; Meschain has a roadmap to stay strong even in bear market.
Thank You